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AMERICAS

Argentina ✗ Brazil ✗ Chile ✗ Chile ✗ Mexico ✗ Mexico ✗

AFRICA

Côte d'Ivoire / France ✗ South Africa ✗ South Africa ✗

MIDDLE EAST

Israel ✗ Israel ✗ Lebanon ✗ Palestine ✗ Palestine ✗

For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit blog

#WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #worldkidlit #readtheworld #translation
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For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit blog
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For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see World Kid Lit blog

#WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #worldkidlit #readtheworld #translation
For more recommendations of books in translation from around the world, see [World Kid Lit](http://www.worldkidlit.com) blog

#WorldKidLitMonth #WorldKidLitWednesday #worldkidlit #readtheworld #translation